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Song Titles:

Waiting for a Miracle with O Come, O Come, Emmanuel
Sheep Stuff
Messiah
All About That Baby
Star in the Sky with We Three Kings
That Holy Night with O Holy Night
He Shall Reign Forevermore
Hope for a Broken World

Characters:

This production has eleven main speaking parts with several other “one-line” or non-speaking parts. Five of the characters are sheep, which lend themselves well to be portrayed by puppets or kids.

Summary:

The events of the first Christmas are told through the eyes of a scatter-brained shepherd named Nathaniel. He meets up with some travelers who have come to Bethlehem for the census. Other important characters include Nathaniel’s friends…his sheep!

Comments:

This is a program better suited to larger groups due to the number of speaking parts. This is a program, however, that lends itself well to puppetry. Five of the speaking parts are sheep, which can easily be portrayed by puppets. This would make a great addition to your choir production. Some puppet teams may even want to portray the entire production with puppets.

Bottom Line:

This program does a nice job of telling the Christmas story from a different point of view than what we’re used to. It’s size and scope, though, are not well suited to groups looking for a smaller production.

Resource materials available:

- Preview Pack KMC-09 PREVIEW
- Songbook KMC-09 BOOK
- Listening CD KMC-09 CD
- Listening CD Bulk (10 pack) KMC-09 BULK
- Director’s Book KMC-09 DIRECTOR
- Demonstration DVD KMC-09 DVD DEMO
- Accompaniment DVD KMC-09 DVD ACC
- Accompaniment CD (Split-Track) KMC-09 ACC SPLIT

Accompaniment CD/DVD and Preview Packs are non-returnable. Opened CD/DVD are non-returnable.